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o location is immune 
from the ill effects of 
velocity. But through 
shrewd site selection, 
maximum protection 

from such an eventuality can be achieved. 
At the very least, a longer time span for 
favorable operating conditions can be 
attained. This requires careful attention 
to emerging labor market conditions and 
a judgment as to whether a potential loca-
tion seems headed in the direction that 
could ultimately create operational diffi-
culties for the subject business unit.
 Of course, some businesses prefer to 
locate in a hotbed of locational activity 

for their respective industries. Such busi-
ness operations tend to have a greater 
appetite for paying a premium (mainly 
labor cost) to locate in an industry epi-
center. Employee churn (i.e., turnover) 
is viewed as positive to regenerate the 
work force’s knowledge base. Examples 
of these velocity tolerant businesses 
include research and development cen-
ters, high-tech manufacturing and corpo-
rate headquarters. This helps to explain 
why certain areas continue to attract a 
spate of similar businesses (e.g., biotech 
in Boston, IT in Raleigh/Durham, and 
microelectronics in Austin).
 However, for the majority of business 

entities too much of a “good thing” is 
deleterious. Negative consequences (e.g., 
rapid cost increases and turnover) can 
lead companies to: (a) close and move; 
(b) downsize; (c) cap employment; or (d) 
establish a second operation to accom-
modate growth. Such actions can be both 
disruptive and costly.
 In the remainder of this article we 
address the steps that can be taken to 
choose locations wherein velocity is less 
likely to emerge as a threat to successful 
operation of a new facility. Proper steps 
need to be followed in both phases of a 
traditional site search. These phases are: (a) 
Location Screening to generate a shortlist 

thIs artIcle examINes the dyNamIc referred to as “locatIoN velocIty.” sImply descrIbed, locatIoN 

velocIty embraces the coNcept that aN appareNtly excelleNt area for a NeW facIlIty could turN 

INto a markedly dIsadvaNtaGeous locatIoN due to a sIGNIfIcaNt INflux of comparable busINesses. 

thIs INflux could straIN aN area’s resources – especIally labor market aNd INfrastructure. the 

eNd result ofteN features overheated demaNd for requIsIte labor, dWINdlING supply of qualI-

fIed Workers, escalatIoN of WaGes/salarIes, rIsING turNover, traffIc coNGestIoN, loNGer com-

mutes, INcreasING taxes, aNd hIGher real estate costs.
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of promising locations, and (b) Location 
Evaluation to select the best long-range 
option.

locatIoN screeNING

The objective in this phase is to generate 
a shortlist, often three, of the most viable 
locational candidates. As location veloc-
ity’s main ingredient is human resources, 
it is important to examine statistical indi-
cators suggesting whether an area’s labor 
market is: (a) balanced, in surplus or tilted 
toward greater demand than supply and 
(b) acceptable on the level and stability of 
labor cost. At left are several prime indica-
tors that can either portend “smooth sail-
ing” or “rough seas.”
 Most of the information in Figure 1 
can be gathered from public (e.g., U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics) or private 
(e.g., Claritas) data sources. Salary infor-
mation should be double checked with 
local wage surveys provided by economic 
development agencies. Additionally, 
employer rosters would only be available 
from economic development groups.

locatIoN evaluatIoN

In this phase, a company’s study team 
visits each short-listed area. During field 
investigation it is critical to hold confiden-
tial interviews with companies employing 
the kinds of workers that your new facil-
ity will require. During these interviews, 
delve into the company’s recent labor mar-
ket experiences. Also, probe for employer 
insights on emerging dynamics influencing 
the demand, supply, quality, and cost of 
requisite skill sets. Furthermore, be sure 
to understand what it will take from an 
HR perspective to achieve and maintain 
“employer-of-choice” status. If attaining 
that posture is beyond the new operation’s 
capability (e.g., too costly) then that loca-
tion is probably not a good fit.
 It is advisable to ask employers to assign 
an overall rating (1 to 10 scale) on major 
labor market considerations. Then discuss 
in more detail the rationale underlying the 
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labor market indicator preferred characteristic(s)

population size sufficiently large to accommodate the daily  
 needs of the business. a ratio of at least 250:1  
 (population vs. facility headcount) is advisable.

growth moderate. rapid growth could signal an over 
 heated area. but static or a decline in growth  
 could be a harbinger of a labor supply deficiency.

age balance is important. younger is better but  
 that also could appeal to many other companies.  
 generally avoid areas with an over concentration  
 of retirement age population.
 
household income higher income areas tend to be higher wage. so  
 usually prefer areas with household incomes  
 near or below the national average.
 
labor force size need a sufficient critical mass to sustain staffing  
 requirements. a good rule of thumb is that the  
 work force should be 100 times larger (at a  
 minimum) than a new facility’s planned headcount.

unemployment rate higher the better and beware of areas with less  
 then 3.5%.
 
underemployment persons working in lower paying occupations  
 that could likely be readily trained. typically  
 should be at least a 25:1 ratio of underemployed per  
 new hire.
 
occupational employment persons working in occupations that would provide  
 an experienced applicant flow. a minimum should be  
 10:1 ratio per new hire.
 
employment by industry a red flag should be raised if an area has a  
 proportion of a specific industry (e.g., financial  
 services) markedly above the national average  
 which could signal an over concentration of the  
 specific industry.
 
population/labor force the working age population (18-64)  
growth ratio should be expanding faster than the labor force. if  
 it is not, a supply problem is likely.
 
salary level median salary by pertinent occupation. should be  
 at or below the level deemed appropriate.
 
salary trends rate of salary increase should be no higher than  
 the national average and/or pace of inflation.
 
major employers examine the roster of both the largest and  
 comparable employers. avoid areas where there is  
 a notable concentration of similar employers. in  
 gauging the competitive employer base, attempt to  
 ascertain how many would be takers (higher  
 wage) vs. feeders (lower wage). a notable  
 concentration of feeders is generally acceptable.
 
new/expanding employers this is a strong indicator of immediate future  
 labor market competition. stay away from areas  
 where a significant number of similar companies  
 have been establishing or growing operations. 
 
downsizing employers a positive for temporarily augmenting labor supply.

FIG. 1

labor market INdIcators
aNd preferred characterIstIcs
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rating. Categories to rate include competi-
tive demand, qualified worker availability, 
labor cost, future wage escalation, work 
force quality (e.g., basic skills attainment), 
and turnover. 
 Among the specifics that should be 
quantified to the best possible extent are:
demand
n  Historical/current labor market competi-

tors
n  New/emerging competitors
n  Extent of hiring activity (recent & pro-

jected)
availability
n  Trends in applicant flow (including 

future outlook) 
n  Forces replenishing labor supply (e.g., 

population growth, high school/college 
graduates, downsizing companies)

n  Changes in recruiting tactics necessary 
for successful staffing

commute patterns

n  Traffic levels
n  Changes in commute times
n  Commuting as a cause of turnover
n  Commute distance (e.g., 30 minutes) 

generating over 2/3 of hired workers
n  Best geographic sector of area from a 

labor draw perspective
quality
n  Basic skills attainment
n  Problem solving skills
n  Computer literacy
n  Work ethic
n  Productivity
turnover
n  Rate (involuntary turnover)
n  Positions most affected
n  Main reasons
n  Success of mitigation efforts 
cost
n  Effective start rate necessary for generat-

ing a large applicant pool
n  Past/projected changes in start rate

n  Salary ranges and progression time 
therein

n  Annual salary increases
n  Likelihood of future adjustments beyond 

normal merit increase
n  Recommended posture in the local wage 

tier (e.g., 75th percentile) necessary to 
enjoy a successful staffing experience

n  Need for incentive (pay for performance) 
compensation

n  Benefits most coveted by the local work force
keys to “employer-of-choice”
n  Above market compensation
n  Specific benefits
n  Job challenge
n  Career advancement
n  HR practices (e.g., alternative workweek, 

personal leave bank, flextime)
n  On-site amenities (e.g., health/fitness)
n  Company reputation (including cor-

porate giving, civic involvement, and 
“green” initiatives)
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locatIoN velocIty
metrIc

FIG. 2
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additional considerations for  
offshore locations
n  Economic/political stability
n  Currency stability
n  Labor legislation, especially regarding 

termination
n  In-country migration trends
n  Language skills
n  Other areas in country that have the 

human capital and infrastructure 
resources to accommodate your type of 
business (if there are few or none, a “red 
flag” should be raised)

 Beyond employers, it is also a good idea 
to interview other organizations to gain 
a broad perspective on the labor market 
environment. Such entities may include:
n  Personnel agency
n  Local chapter of the national HR profes-

sional association
n  Local office of the state labor department

n  Education/training officials
n  Economic development organizations
 Bottom line, when assessing the local 
labor market your team should be searching 
for acceptable answers to most of the above 
questions. Analyze field interview results 
along with previously gathered statistical 
data and the existing/emerging competi-
tive employer roster. Then it is necessary to 
apply your best judgment on whether an area 
is likely to overheat, thereby creating stiff 
human resource challenges down the road. 
If this eventuality is likely, then the specific 
location is probably is not the right one for 
your new operation.

exIt strateGy

In nearly all instances, companies should 
plan for the possibility of eventually vacat-
ing the new site. This could result from 
location velocity or other variables (such 

as shifts in a company’s products/services).
 One component of the strategy should 
be annual monitoring of local labor mar-
ket conditions. It would be worthwhile 
to gather/analyze data such as the rate 
of change in population, labor force, spe-
cific industry employment, household 
income, salaries , housing prices, and 
commercial real estate.
 Further, it is advisable to consider the 
number of new and expanding employ-
ers, downsizing employers, company 
staffing experiences (such as open posi-
tions, qualified applicant flow, time 
taken to fill open positions, recruiting 
tactics, turnover, salary hikes, and new 
HR programs (e.g., flextime).
 Beyond measuring location velocity, exit 
strategies should also embrace other com-
pany sites that could accommodate growth 
or the impact of downsizing the original 
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labor market
compatIbIlIty

FIG. 3
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site; government restrictions and cost to downsize; lease length, 
terms, and conditions; and site/building attractiveness for disposi-
tion.

coNcludING remarks

Location velocity is a global phenomenon. It is especially key 
in the U.S. where a projected national labor shortage is forecast 
and long-term economic prospects are bright, placing continu-
ous demand for qualified workers. Plenty of examples illustrate 
the impact of location velocity. In the 1990s, the Puget Sound 
seemed to comprise a strong labor market for customer service 
operations. But as the area’s economy grew, especially in software, 
aerospace, and other high-tech industries, basic call center opera-
tions had a harder time competing for labor. Several companies 
therefore opted to downsize their customer service operations (e.g., 
EarthLink, Amazon, eFunds, and Ticketmaster).
 Developed countries offshore also felt the pinch. As Dublin 
(Ireland) moved up the economic food chain, lower echelon back 
offices encountered trying labor market conditions.
 Emerging countries are also not immune from the negative 
effects of location velocity. Consider Bangalore, India, where soft-
ware and other high-tech operations have become so concentrated 
that wages and turnover are rapidly rising. For some companies 
it now makes better sense to consider less discovered 3rd and 4th 
tier metropolitan areas (like Ahmadabad, Indore, and Chandigarh).
 Some might be surprised that China is also witnessing labor short-
ages, increasing wages, and escalating turnover. This is most pro-
nounced in coastal and southern regions. Culprits include location 
velocity, the country’s birth control regulations, and agricultural poli-
cies which have slowed migration to large cities. As in most areas, it 
is the most cost sensitive operations (e.g., textiles, apparel, and light 
assembly) that feel the pinch first. Thus, we are seeing many com-
panies in coastal or southern China migrating elsewhere (western 
China, northern China, or lower wage countries like Vietnam). This 
migration can be either relocation or placing fresh capacity in a new 
region or country. Companies that have opened new facilities beyond 
coastal and southern regions in China include GM, Honda, Intel, and 
Motorola.
 Location velocity has also impacted firms in tier one cities of 
several eastern/central European countries. In response, some 
firms have shifted operations to Asia (e.g., China and Vietnam) or 
found greener pastures in less developed European countries (e.g., 
Bulgaria and Ukraine).
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 The central point is that location velocity is a concept that must 
be weighed in site selection throughout the world. It should never 
be assumed that what looks like a good bet today will remain so 
in the future. After understanding a business unit’s tolerance for 
labor market competition, the prudent site selector will place a 
high degree of importance on the dynamic we call “location veloc-
ity.” A project team’s legacy should be judged on the long-range 
(beyond five years) success of any new location.
 Toward that end, Figure 2 provides a visual depiction of some of 
the most critical components of location velocity. Figure 3 graphi-
cally illustrates how the rating of current/future labor market 
dynamics would appear for a viable location. 
 Hopefully, the above commentary and these decision tools will 
be helpful in securing a valid and sustainable location for your 
next new facility. And remember that when “hunting in packs” 
the spoils generally go to the first on the scene.
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 For more information on this topic, go to  

 CoreNet Global’s Knowledge Center Online. 

 

 New Strategies for Building a Sustainable  

 Work Force http://www2.corenetglobal.org/dotCMS/ 

 kcoAsset?assetInode=1306833 

 

 Defining Key Locations 

 http://www2.corenetglobal.org/dotCMS/kcoAsset?assetInode=40806 

 

 The Strategic Importance of Where You Operate 

 http://www2.corenetglobal.org/dotCMS/kcoAsset?assetInode=42747

53,000: That’s how many businesses call Mississauga 
home. We have diverse business clusters with more than 
50 Fortune 500 businesses in biotechnology, info. tech., 
automotive, aerospace, real estate and financial services.

3.1 million: Our population provides access to one 
of the best educated labour pools in the world – 82% of 
Mississauga resident workers have post-secondary education.

24/7: Mississauga’s within a day’s drive of North America’s 
richest markets with access to 164 million consumers.

#1: Home to Canada’s largest international airport, just 
minutes from your Mississauga base – in the heart of a 
major air, road and rail network.

Mississauga’s numbers appeal to logic 
– balanced by a lifestyle that keeps 
your people creative and productive. 
Let us show you more.

Mississauga: 
Strength 
in numbers

www.mississauga.ca/business
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